
Summer, sun an high spirits – the Network 41 summer party

Smiling faces from left to right: Pius Krummenacher, Chairman of the Executive Board, Bujupi Kamer, Stefan Furch, CEO

Every year in the summer, Network 41 employees are invited 

along. This year, staff were welcomed to a big party at the “See-

land” restaurant on Lake Sempach. There were lots of reasons 

to celebrate: being awarded the special prize of the “Prix SVC 

Zentralschweiz” award ceremony as well as the retirement of 

Bujupi Kamer after 39 years of collaboration.

Network 41 has already held parties at the Seeland restaurant 

on Lake Sempach in other years – many other years in fact! Was 

it coincidence or pinpoint planning that resulted in this year’s 

summer party falling on the one sunny day we’ve had in several 

weeks? In any case, the beams of sunlight matched the radiant 

faces of the Network 41 team. They certainly had every reason 

to celebrate: A few days before, Network 41 received the special 

prize at the “Prix SVC Zentralschweiz” award ceremony. Stefan 

Furch, CEO, impressionably described the path the company took 

to achieve this, focusing on how he felt. 

After 39 working years, Pius Krummenacher, Chairman of the 

Executive Board, bid Bujupi Kamer farewell on his retirement and 

thanked him for his loyalty and many years of service with nu-

merous rounds of the popular song “Weisch no?”. He had alrea-

dy worked with the father of today’s chairman of the executive 

board as a construction worker and experienced highs and lows 

as well as the constant growth of Network 41. 

In addition to the fantastic weather at the lovely drinks recepti-

on, everyone was delighted by the wonderful barbecue and ice 

cream – a big compliment goes to the Seeland restaurant on Lake 

Sempach. The celebration demonstrated that the team isn’t only 

innovative and doesn’t just take a bold approach in working life. 

Long may it continue!

Network 41 – may the company head into the future with great 

ideas and a bold approach!


